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Coherent Cherenkov-Cyclotron Radiation Excited by an Electron Beam in a
Metamaterial Waveguide
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 77 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139, USA

(Received 7 April 2016; published 2 December 2016)

An electron beam passing through a metamaterial structure is predicted to generate reversed Cherenkov
radiation, an unusual and potentially very useful property. We present an experimental test of this
phenomenon using an intense electron beam passing through a metamaterial loaded waveguide. Power
levels of up to 5 MW are observed in backward wave modes at a frequency of 2.40 GHz using a one
microsecond pulsed electron beam of 490 keV, 84 A in a 400 G magnetic field. Contrary to expectations,
the output power is not generated in the Cherenkov mode. Instead, the presence of the magnetic field,
which is required to transport the electron beam, induces a Cherenkov-cyclotron (or anomalous Doppler)
instability at a frequency equal to the Cherenkov frequency minus the cyclotron frequency. Nonlinear
simulations indicate that the Cherenkov-cyclotron mode should dominate over the Cherenkov instability at
a lower magnetic field where the highest output power is obtained.
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An electron beam interacting with a metamaterial
(MTM) structure generates Cherenkov radiation in the
backward direction, which is the reverse of the forward
traveling Cherenkov radiation generated in conventional
media [1–4]. This property is of great fundamental interest,
but it may also prove to be of value in applications such as
detectors in particle physics [5] or in microwave generation
[6–13]. There have been very few experiments on the
generation of reversed Cherenkov radiation. One exper-
imental observation was carried out using electron bunches
from an accelerator passing through a metamaterial wave-
guide, producing emission in the left-handed frequency
band of the MTM at 10 GHz [14]. A second experiment
used a phased electromagnetic dipole array to simulate a
moving charged particle beam, producing reversed
Cherenkov radiation in the 8.1 to 9.5 GHz range [15].
These previous experiments, however, have not investi-
gated the interaction of a continuous electron beam with a
metamaterial structure, which is of great interest for sources
of microwave generation. Our experiments show that when
a magnetic field is used to transport the electron beam, the
reverse Cherenkov instability is not the dominant effect
observed. Instead, the Cherenkov-cyclotron instability
dominates over the Cherenkov instability. This result has
significant implications for any practical application of
metamaterials in microwave generation.
High power microwave (HPM) sources are widely used

in radar, defense, accelerator, and industrial applications;
many examples are given in Refs. [16–18]. Modern particle
in cell (PIC) codes have been developed that allow the
design of HPM devices with full 3D treatment of both the
electron beam and the electromagnetic wave [19,20].
Another important development are the advances in electro-
magnetics, including extensive research on novel photonic

and metamaterial structures. These structures open up new
possibilities for the design of HPM devices.
Metamaterials are artificial materials with carefully

engineered dispersion displaying novel properties
[21–24]. The most common manifestation of a MTM
structure uses split-ring resonators (SRRs) formed on a
dielectric substrate such as a printed circuit board. This
approach, which was used in the previous reverse
Cherenkov experiments [14,15], is not acceptable for high
power microwave generation since the substrate will outgas
and the SRRs will overheat. We have circumvented this
limitation by using complementary-split-ring resonators
(CSRRs) [25]. Figure 1 shows the design of the metama-
terial structure investigated in our experiments. It is con-
structed by inserting two copper metamaterial plates
machined with periodic single CSRRs in a waveguide.
An electron beam propagates along the waveguide between
the plates, centered on the axis.
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FIG. 1. A CAD rendering of one of the metamaterial plates
(left) and a photograph of the fully assembled structure (right).
Dimensions are in mm.
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The dispersion of the modes of the MTM loaded
waveguide was calculated numerically using the eigen-
mode solver of CST Microwave Studio. The dispersion curves
of the two lowest order modes are shown in Fig. 2. Two
distinct modes are excited in the waveguide, a symmetric
mode and an antisymmetric mode. The names symmetric
(Etransverse ¼ 0 on axis) and antisymmetric (Eaxial ¼ 0 on
axis) are used because they describe the symmetry of the
electric field components across a plane lying in the center
of the waveguide and parallel to both metamaterial plates.
They can also be understood as the superposition of two
surface modes that exist on each of the metamaterial plates
shown in Fig. 1. The symmetric mode occurs when two
surface waves are in phase, and the antisymmetric mode
occurs when they are 180 degrees out of phase. An
important property of these modes is that they are below
cutoff for TM modes in the 43-by-63-mm waveguide
shown in Fig. 1, so the modes can only propagate in the
guide due to the presence of the MTM plates.
Although our analysis uses numerical methods, we have

shown that these MTM modes can be represented by an

effective medium theory with the values of permeability
and permittivity given by

μeff ¼ 1 −
ω2
co

ω2
; ϵeff ¼ 1 −

ω2
p

ω2 − ω2
0

; ð1Þ

where ω is the frequency, ωco is the waveguide cutoff
frequency for TM modes (ωco=2π ∼ 4.2 GHz), ωp is the
effective plasma frequency of the medium (ωp=2π ∼
1.7 GHz), and ω0 is the resonant frequency of the medium
(ω0=2π ∼ 2.1 GHz). The properties of the effective
medium model are described in Refs. [8,25]. Although
Eq. (1) is not used to analyze our data, it is helpful since it
shows that both ϵ and μ are negative at the frequencies of
interest, an important property for wave propagation in a
metamaterial structure.
Figure 3 shows the experimental arrangement. The

electron beam was generated by an electrostatically
focused, 1-μs pulsed electron gun. Power generated by
backward waves in the metamaterial structure is reflected at
the gun end and is coupled out at the collector end in the
two WR284 (rectangular waveguide 72.14 by 34.04 mm)
output waveguides to high power loads (not shown
in Fig. 3).
Previous theoretical analysis of the interaction of an

electron beam with a metamaterial structure has only
considered the possibility of backward (or reverse)
Cherenkov radiation [6–13], which would lead to a back-
ward wave oscillator (BWO) interaction [26]. However, we
have found that it is also necessary to consider Cherenkov-
cyclotron instabilities [27]. The general expression that
describes both Cherenkov and Cherenkov-cyclotron insta-
bilities is given by

ω ¼ kzvz þ nΩc=γ: ð2Þ
In Eq. (2) the frequency is ω, the axial wave number is kz,
vz is the axial electron velocity, n is an integer, Ωc is the

FIG. 2. Dispersion relation for the symmetric (red) and anti-
symmetric (blue) modes of the metamaterial structure with the
Cherenkov (black) and anomalous Doppler (green) beam lines.
The phase advance is kzp and p ¼ 10 mm. The beam energy is
490 keV and the magnetic field 400 G.
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FIG. 3. Simplified schematic of the high power metamaterial experiment.
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electron cyclotron frequency eB=me (with e, me the
electron charge and rest mass), B is the magnetic field,
and γ is the Lorentz factor equal to ð1 − v2z=c2Þ−1=2, where
c is the speed of light. In Eq. (2) the relation with n ¼ 0 is
the ordinary Cherenkov instability, and the relation with
n ≠ 0 is a Cherenkov-cyclotron instability, where the
special case n ¼ −1 is the anomalous Doppler instability.
A recent review and discussion of the Cherenkov-

cyclotron instabilities in conventional BWOs for a range
of values of the parameter n in Eq. (2) has been published
by Nusinovich and Zhao [28]. In studies of such BWOs, the
anomalous Doppler resonance can lead to enhanced effi-
ciency and output power. Competition can also occur
between resonances of different values of n when the
resultant frequencies (ω) are nearly identical [28].
An instability, leading to microwave generation, may

occur when both the line expressed by Eq. (2) and the
dispersion curve intersect, as illustrated near 2.4 GHz in
Fig. 2. At all of the intersections in Fig. 2, the group
velocity, given by the derivative of the frequency with
respect to the wave vector (or phase), is negative, indicating
a backward (or reverse) wave. Instability leading to
coherent microwave generation can occur at any of the
four intersections shown in Fig. 2. In a Cherenkov
instability, the wave grows due to the synchronism between
the wave phase velocity and the electron beam velocity,
ω=kz ¼ vz. In a Cherenkov-cyclotron instability, the phase
synchronism is between the Doppler shifted phase of the
wave and the cyclotron motion of the electron beam:
ω − kzvz ¼ −Ωc=γ. In the MTM structure, the fields of
the electromagnetic wave are not easily described by
analytic theory, so we must rely on numerical codes for
linear and nonlinear estimates of the strengths of these
interactions.
The interaction of the electron beam with the modes of

the metamaterial structure was studied using the PIC solver
of CST Particle Studio for electron beam energies from 400 to
500 keV and magnetic fields of 350 to 5000 G. Sample
simulation results are shown in Fig. 4. Figure 4(a) shows
the electric field components and particle trajectories for
Bz ¼ 1500 G and for a 490 keV, 84 A electron beam. For
these conditions, the symmetric mode is excited. The
particle trajectories are close to the axis of the structure.
The microwave output power, coupled into the two output
waveguides, saturated at a total of 6.2 MWat 2.40 GHz. In
the simulation, the symmetric mode was identified by the
fact that the phase of the output microwaves was the same
in the two output waveguides. The instability was identified
as the Cherenkov instability because the frequency did not
change as the magnetic field was varied.
Figure 4(b) shows the electric field components and

particle trajectories for the case Bz ¼ 450 G. In this case,
the antisymmetric mode was excited. In the simulation, the
beam is deflected off axis and spirals even though it has no
initial transverse velocity. The beam spirals with an angular

frequency equal to the microwave output frequency
(2.4 GHz). The predicted microwave power was
5.4 MW at 2.36 GHz. The instability was identified as
the anomalous Doppler instability because the frequency
changed as the magnetic field was varied in agreement with
Eq. (2) for n ¼ −1.
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) indicate that the bunching and

energy extraction are significantly different for low vs high
magnetic field. At high magnetic field, operating in the
symmetric mode with a Cherenkov instability, the particles
have a large energy dispersion during the bunching and
energy extraction process. This is evident in Fig. 4(a) by the
large energy spread of the particles in the simulation of the
electron beam. At low magnetic field, in the antisymmetric
mode with an anomalous Doppler instability, the particles
gradually lose energy while maintaining a modest energy
spread. This latter mechanism may be very promising in
achieving very high efficiency if the structure is suitably
tapered along the axis.
Experimental data were collected over a wide range of

operating parameters, from 400 to 490 kV and 350 to
1600 G. An example of a high output power shot is shown
in Fig. 5(b). For this shot, the magnetic field was 375 G, the
voltage was near 400 kV and the current was 62 A. The
output power averaged over the central portion of the pulse
was 2.4 MW. The measured frequency was 2.38 GHz. The
measured phase in the two output arms showed that the
antisymmetric mode was excited. Tuning of the frequency
with magnetic field, as explained in more detail below,
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FIG. 4. PIC simulation of the metamaterial structure with a
490 keV 84 A electron beam showing the Ez and Ey field
components and the particle orbits when the (a) symmetric
mode is excited at 1500 G and the (b) antisymmetric mode is
excited at 700 G.
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indicated that the anomalous Doppler instability was
excited.
Figure 5(b) shows that the excitation of the high power

microwave output was coincident with interception of the
electron beam on the metamaterial circuit. In Fig. 5(b), the
collector current, which rises with voltage, reaches 60 A at
a voltage of 400 kV at about 1.6 μs. The microwave power
then increases to about 2.7 MW. The collector current
simultaneously drops since part of the beam, about 50%, is
intercepted on the metamaterial plates. The beam inter-
ception is caused by the excitation of the antisymmetric
mode at high power, which results in the electron beam
striking the metamaterial plates, as seen in Fig. 4(b). As the
voltage decreases, the mode goes out of resonance and the
electron beam is again transmitted to the collector. High
output power, at the megawatt level, was only achieved in
the experiments when the device was operated at low
magnetic field values, below 450 G. The antisymmetric
mode was always excited at those magnetic field values,
with significant electron beam interception in all cases, in
agreement with the PIC code simulations. Although the
beam was intercepted on the metamaterial plates, inspec-
tion of the plates after operation showed no visible damage.
There was also no evidence of breakdown during these high
power shots. It is possible that tapering the spacing of the
metamaterial plates could reduce this interception in future
experiments. The highest output power levels, up to 5 MW,
were observed at low magnetic field values with pulse
widths of 100 to 400 ns.
In contrast, Fig. 5(a) shows a shot at a high magnetic

field, with wide pulses of microwave emission in the
symmetric mode with no electron beam interception.
The output power is approximately 50 W, which is 5
orders of magnitude below the power level seen at lower

magnetic field, which may be characteristic of a pre-
oscillation condition. The low power level of the symmetric
modes has no clear explanation at this time.
A summary of the experimental results as a function of

the solenoidal magnetic field is shown in Fig. 6. For these
results, the voltage was 490 kV and the current 84 A.
Figure 6(a) shows the relative phase Δϕ in the two output
waveguides vs magnetic field. It demonstrates that as the
magnetic field increases, the output mode switches from the
antisymmetric mode (Δϕ ¼ 180 degrees) to the symmetric
mode (Δϕ ¼ 0) at about 750 G. This result is in very good
agreement with CST PIC code simulations. Figure 6(b)
shows the output power vs magnetic field. From 350 to
450 G, the output power levels are in the megawatt power
range, in very good agreement with predictions from the
CST PIC code. However, above 450 G, the output power
drops by 4 orders of magnitude, consistent with emission of
incoherent radiation. As shown in Fig. 6(a), the antisym-
metric mode was excited from 350 to 750 G and the
symmetric mode from 750 to 1500 G. Therefore, the low
output power was in the antisymmetric mode from 450 to
750 G and the symmetric mode from 750 G to 1500 G.
Some of the CST PIC simulations showed that the

(a)

(b)

FIG. 5. Microwave power (black), electron gun voltage (blue),
and measured collector current (red) for an applied magnetic field
of (a) 1500 G and (b) 375 G.

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 6. Measured (black) and simulated (green) (a) Δϕ, (b)
microwave power, and (c) frequency. In addition, the red line is
the symmetric mode Cherenkov instability (ω ¼ kzvz), and the
blue line is the antisymmetric mode Cherenkov-cyclotron insta-
bility (ω − kzvz ¼ −Ωc=γ).
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microwave output power could remain in a pre-oscillation
state for a long time prior to the onset of coherent radiation
and transition to a high output power level after several
hundred nanoseconds. It is possible that operation with a
longer pulse length could excite the modes. There is some
evidence for this in the decreasing power with magnetic
field seen in the low power results in Fig. 6(b).
Alternatively, the codes may not be adequate in the regimes
where low power was observed.
Figure 6(c) shows the frequency vs magnetic field. The

output frequency was very narrow band, with a 3 dB
bandwidth of a few MHz or less in all cases. As shown in
Fig. 6(c), at lower magnetic field values between 350 and
475 G, where the power levels agree reasonably well with
CST PIC code theory predictions, the frequencies are also in
good agreement with theory. From about 475 to 750 G, the
observed frequency tunes with magnetic field, as expected
for the Cherenkov-cyclotron instability, but the observed
frequencies are about 60 MHz higher than CST predictions.
This discrepancy can be explained by the fact that the CST

code also predicts high output power in this frequency
range, while only low power was observed. High power
operation causes a large shift in the operating frequency due
to dispersion of the wave by the electron beam when
operating in the nonlinear regime. Since the device did not
reach high output power, the dispersive effects were
reduced, which could account for the 60 MHz offset.
Above 750 G, the frequency is constant, with no obser-
vation of frequency tuning with magnetic field, consistent
with the Cherenkov instability.
In summary, this paper reports the first experimental

demonstration of coherent microwave generation from a
continuous electron beam interacting with a metamaterial
structure. The metamaterial loaded structure may prove
promising for high power microwave generation. It has the
attractive feature of being very compact since the MTM
loaded waveguide is below cutoff. This may prove useful in
high power microwave generation at lower frequencies,
where many accelerators and transmitters operate. In the
planar form demonstrated in these experiments, the meta-
material can be easily machined from a solid plate.
Operation in the anomalous Doppler regime with a tapered
structure could lead to a simple, high efficiency radiator.
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